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59. Dev. (2006).Article PubMed PubMed Central Google Scholar Swarup, S. In addition, we measured how accurately medical students, interns, residents, and fellows categorized breathing sounds to check the accuracy of auscultation classification in real clinical practice.We recorded 2840 sounds and the respiratory sounds were evaluated by
three pulmonologists independently and classified. Life 11, 89–106 (2018).PubMed PubMed Central Google Scholar Ohshimo, S., Sadamori, T. Artif. Laennec versus Forbes : Tied for the score ! How technology helps us interpret auscultation. (2019).CAS Article PubMed PubMed Central Google Scholar Hafke-Dys, H., Bręborowicz, A. VGG16 is a
model with 16 layers trained on fixed-size images and the input is processed through a set of convolution layers that use small-size kernels with a receptive field 3 × 3. Feature extraction using time-frequency/scale analysis and ensemble of feature sets for crackle detection. (2019).Article PubMed Google Scholar Murphy, R. Rev. (2021).CAS Article
PubMed PubMed Central Google Scholar Wang, Q. E. BMJ Open Respir. Imag. Res. & Gökçen, A. Evaluation of the usefulness of spectral analysis of inspiratory lung sounds recorded with phonopneumography in patients with interstitial pneumonia. Nat. Deep learning-based classification of respiratory sounds can be helpful for screening,
monitoring, and diagnosis of pulmonary diseases.Patients who visited an outpatient clinic or were hospitalized at Chungnam National University Hospital, regardless of the presence or type of respiratory diseases were enrolled from April 2019 to December 2020. The sound database included 297 crackles, 298 wheezes, and 101 rhonchi that were
confirmed by specialists. Biomed. In another study, crackles and wheezes in 15 children were applied to feature extraction via time–frequency/scale analysis; the positive percent agreement was 0.82 for crackle and 0.80 for wheezing23. & Sundaraj, S. Phys. Medicine 100, e24738. There are several published studies on AI-assisted auscultation of
heart and lung sounds13,17,18,19,20. (2016).Article PubMed Google Scholar Aykanat, M., Kılıç, Ö., Kurt, B. Moreover, CNN was more efficient in computation time than SVM (Table 6).Table 6 Comparison of performance between CNN and SVM with feature extractors (Inception V3, DenseNet201, VGG16).Accuracy of auscultation analysis in real
clinical practiceTo verify the accuracy of auscultation analysis in real clinical practice and to evaluate the need for deep learning-based classification, we checked how exactly medical students, interns, residents, and fellows categorize breathing sounds (Fig. 4). L. (2021).Article PubMed Google Scholar Arora, V., Ng, E. 10, 158–168. 131, 104252.
Second, the quality of lung sound is easily affected by the patient’s effort to breathe.There are several studies that tried to automatically analyze and classify respiratory sounds15,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30. Crit. The accuracy of lung auscultation in the practice of physicians and medical students. The precision, recall, and F1 scores for crackles were
90%, 85%, and 87% respectively. Chamberlain et al. J., Unterberger, M. Interestingly, they demonstrated that deep learning is useful for diagnosing COPD and classifying the severity of COPD with significantly high-performance rates28,29.Another study employed a sound database of the international conference on biomedical and health informatics
(ICBHI) 2017 for classifying lung sounds using a deep convolutional NN. & Aydin, N. (2018).Article PubMed Google Scholar Raghu, M., Chiyuan, Z., Jon, K. We divided them into 6 s each with 50% overlapping. CoRR abs 1409, 1556 (2014). Neural Process. Though the analysis of mixed abnormal sounds and filtering noises remain challenging, recent
innovations in analytic algorithm and recording technology will accelerate the advance of respiratory sound analysis more rapidly. Transl. & Schriefl, A. (2020).Article PubMed PubMed Central Google Scholar Serbes, G., Sakar, C. And, to process the feature extraction and use the 3-dimensional input data, we used Mel-spectrogram, average of
harmonic and percussive Mel-spectrogram, and the derivative of Mel-spectrogram using the Python library librosa47.Figure 7Process to obtain spectrograms. BMC Pulm. In this study, we tried to combine pre-trained image feature extraction from time-series, respiratory sound, and CNN classification. (1999).CAS Article PubMed Google Scholar
Melbye, H. To overcome such limitations, we tried to develop an automated classification of breath sounds. Automated lung sound analysis in patients with pneumonia. & Ye, X. Z.) 11, 29–36. Considering these are the result of analyzing the sounds recorded in a real clinical field with various noises, these are impressive results. & Makaryus, A. &
Tanigawa, K. 10, 7347. (A) Given lung sound, dividing lung sound files with overlapping during 3 s (B) Obtaining three types of Mel-spectrograms with log-scale.Feature extractor and classificationWe thought at least two or three cycles of respiratory sounds are needed for accurate analysis of lung sounds. & Roseby, R. Process. & Samy, B. M.,
Heunks, L. 26, 11–22 (2018).Article Google Scholar Zheng, L. Salvatore et al. Google Scholar Aras, S., Öztürk, M. The AUC were 0.86 for wheezes and 0.74 for crackles, respectively26. In Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society. Auscultation of the lung is different from that of the heart in some
aspects. & Ahmad, S. 37, 191 (1993).CAS PubMed Google Scholar Roguin, A. & Tuinman, P. Digital stethoscope: Technology update. Y., Leekha, R. R., Carrington, C. 159, 1119–1124. Auscultation is non-invasive, real-time, inexpensive, and very informative1,2,3. 9, 763. M. In 33rd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (2019).Park,
S., Kim, J. The Student’s t-test was used to determine statistical differences between two groups. Control 45, 58–69 (2018).Article Google Scholar Altan, G., Kutlu, Y. The overall correct answer rates of medical students, interns, residents, and fellows were 59.6%, 56.6%, 68.3%, and 84.0% respectively. S., Darshan, M. IEEE Trans. (C) Mean
correction answer rates of students, interns, residents, and fellows for normal sounds (D) Mean correction answer rates of students, interns, residents, and fellows for crackles (E) Mean correction answer rates of students, interns, residents, and fellows for wheezes. Mechanism of inspiratory and expiratory crackles. reported significant inter-observer
differences in terms of discriminating expiratory rhonchi and low-pitched wheezes from other sounds, potentially compromising diagnosis and treatment12. Automatic detection of the respiratory cycle from recorded, single-channel sounds from lungs. We recorded 2840 sounds and made a respiratory sound database containing 1222 normal breath
sounds, 297 crackles, 298 wheezes, and 101 rhonchi.AI models with transfer learning and CNNOverview of AI modelsLung sounds were converted to Mel-spectrograms and features were extracted by VGG16. Combining neural network and genetic algorithm for prediction of lung sounds. 25 medical students, 11 interns, 23 residents, and 11 fellows of
the internal medicine department of four teaching hospitals were asked to listen to the sounds and identify them. Realistic lung nodule synthesis with multi-target co-guided adversarial mechanism. (2014).Article Google Scholar Ono, H. & Kim, D. (2009).Article PubMed Google Scholar Fukumitsu, T., Obase, Y. Significant differences were
determined using GraphPad 5 software. There are many feature extractors with CNN classifiers including inception V3, DenseNet201, ResNet50, ResNet101, VGG16, and VGG1933,34,35,36,37,38. Auscultation of the respiratory system. Biol. Many studies enrolled patients of a limited age group (children only), and some studies analyzed the sounds
of a small numbers of patients. It further classified abnormal lung sounds into crackles, wheezes, or rhonchi with an overall accuracy of 85.7% and a mean AUC of 0.92. The result of the test is not conclusive since the number of participants is small. CNN classifier showed the best performance with VGG, especially, VGG16 rather than InceptionV3,
DenseNet201, ResNet50, and ResNet101. The accuracy was 86.5% and the mean AUC was 0.93 (Fig. 2).Figure 1Scheme of the classification of respiratory sounds using deep learning. (2011).Demir, F., Sengur, A. & Ergun, U. Predicting breast cancer response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy using ensemble deep transfer learning based on CT images.
(2019).Article PubMed PubMed Central Google Scholar Palaniappan, R., Sundaraj, K. It detected abnormal sounds with an accuracy of 86.5% and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) of 0.93. Hybrid ensemble model for differential diagnosis between COVID-19 and common viral pneumonia by chest X-ray radiograph. 40, 623–629. We made a
database of 1,918 respiratory sounds from adult patients with pulmonary diseases and healthy controls. R. & Gangal, A. O., Kahya, Y. Eng. We believe that these accuracies are adequate for primary screening and follow-up testing of patients with respiratory diseases.Our test results showed that the auscultation accuracy of interns and residents were
less than 80% in all four kinds of sounds and rhonchi was the most difficult sound to discriminate. D. They converted the lung sound signals to spectrogram images by using the time–frequency method, but the accuracy was relatively low (about 65%)25. Their demographic and clinical characteristics are presented in Table 2. (2016).Article PubMed
PubMed Central Google Scholar Andrès, E., Gass, R., Charloux, A., Brandt, C. Therefore, early detection and accurate classification of abnormal breathing sounds can prevent disease progression and improve a patient’s prognosis.Several studies have tried to automatically classify lung sounds. (F) Mean correction answer rates of students, interns,
residents, and fellows for rhonchi. Respiratory sound analysis in the era of evidence-based medicine and the world of medicine 2.0. J. used a multilayer perceptron running a backpropagation training algorithm to predict the presence or absence of adventitious sounds27. In the sound analysis, particularly mathematical point of view, its 2-D spectraldomain has more information rather than one dimensional time-series. Signal Process. Nippon Med. 2, 59–72 (2017). Gokhan et al. Care Med. (2021).Article PubMed PubMed Central Google Scholar Rezaeijo, S. Comput. It can be used to screen and monitor patients with various pulmonary diseases including asthma, COPD and
pneumonia13,14.Recently, deep learning is widely applied to some medical fields including a chest x-ray or electroencephalogram analysis15,16. So, after testing several options, we finally have decided six seconds as the length of the respiratory sound.We used pre-trained models VGG16 as feature extractors in transfer learning, which was built by
Karen Simonyan48,49. We first checked how accurately our deep-learning based algorithm can classify abnormal respiratory sounds from normal sounds (Fig. 1). The sound analyzer was helpful for detecting pneumonia with 78% sensitivity and 88% specificity. 19, 153. Wheezes, crackles and rhonchi: Simplifying description of lung sounds increases

the agreement on their classification: a study of 12 physicians’ classification of lung sounds from video recordings. The authors declare no competing interests. Intern. (ER: Emergency room, ICU: intensive care unit).Table 3 The averages of Precision, Recall and F1 score in discriminating normal sounds from abnormal sounds.Figure 2ROC of the
model for discrimination of abnormal lung sounds. Moreover, the deep learning structure gives an automatic feature extraction overcoming the difficulties on complicate data, especially image data. School Nippon Ika Daigaku Zasshi 76, 67–75. (2016).Article PubMed Google Scholar Altan, G., Yayık, A. We also compared the performances of these
feature extractors.Although this field has been being actively studied, it is still in its infancy with significant limitations. The proportions of COPD and asthma patients were 21% and 12.3% respectively, the pneumonia proportion 11.1%, the IPF proportion 8.0%, and the healthy control proportion 5.9%. & Ishimatsu, Y. Z. T.H, Y.H. and S.L. was
supported by National Institute for Mathematical Sciences (NIMS) grant funded by the Korean government (No. B21910000). In our study, we utilized the transfer learning method, which is easy, fast and able to use various features, but one has to be careful in connecting two deep learning networks, feature extractor and classifier. So, each instance
in the data set is used once in testing and 4 times in training. T., van de Ven, P. (2014).CAS Article PubMed Google Scholar Bloch, H. The electronic stethoscope. Application of semi-supervised deep learning to lung sound analysis. & Hinton, G. CNN was applied for the classification and fivefold cross-validation was used for prediction
(Fig. 6).Figure 6Overview of our AI models.Preprocessing of lung soundsRecorded sounds were ranged from a few seconds to several tens of seconds. Imagenet classification with deep convolutional neural networks. & Bajaj, V. We tried to combine pre-trained image feature extraction from time-series, respiratory sound, and CNN classification. There
was no significant difference between each group in analyzing normal breathing sound, but in all three types of abnormal breathing sound, the fellows showed the highest accuracy. & Mofid, B. M., Ghorvei, M. We used weights pre-trained on ImageNet by freezing all the five convolution blocks without fully-connected layer, and predicted the test sets
with simple CNN with only one-layer.Figure 8VGG16 architecture for our model. (2017).Article Google Scholar McFee, B. Tomasz et al. Chest 73, 333–339. Rene Theophile Hyacinthe Laennec (1781–1826): The man behind the stethoscope. 2018) (2018).Article PubMed Google Scholar Krizhevsky, A., Sutskever, I. 25, 1097–1105 (2012). Practical
implementation of artificial intelligence algorithms in pulmonary auscultation examination. Ann. Authors appreciate Y.P, I.O, S.Y and I.J for collecting the data related to the accuracy of auscultation analysis in real clinical practice. Pediatr. (2020).Article Google Scholar Coucke, P. A machine-learning based approach to quantify fine crackles in the
diagnosis of interstitial pneumonia: A proof-of-concept study. J. Also, since noises such as coughs, voices, heart sounds, and medical alarms are frequently recorded with breath sound, which reduces the accuracy of analysis, the technology for noise filtering is required.We found that our deep learning-based classification could classify the respiratory
sounds accurately. The average accuracy was 85.7% and the mean was AUC 0.92 (Fig. 3).Table 4 The averages of Precision, Recall and F1 score in discriminating crackles, wheezes, and rhonchi.Figure 3ROC of the model for classifying abnormal lung sounds into crackles, wheezes, and rhonchi. Deep learning on computerized analysis of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease. Rep. Neural Netw. The default input size of VGG16 is 224 × 224, but the input size for our model is 256 × 256 (Fig. 8). 3, e000136. librosa. For example, the audio file is a 14.5-s audio file of wheezing, which is divided into 3 cycles according to the start and end times (Fig. 7). Respiratory sound classification for crackles,
wheezes, and rhonchi in the clinical field using deep learning Auscultation has been essential part of the physical examination; this is non-invasive, real-time, and very informative. (1978).CAS Article PubMed Google Scholar Horimasu, Y. However, accurate interpretation of respiratory sounds requires clinician’s considerable expertise, so trainees
such as interns and residents sometimes misidentify respiratory sounds. Classification of lung sounds using higher-order statistics: A divide-and-conquer approach. The recording was proceeded in the actual clinical field (outpatient clinic, hospitalization room, emergency room, intensive care unit). 59, 7–18. The receiver operating characteristic curve
was plotted and the area under the curve was calculated with the 95% confidence intervals. (2019).Article PubMed Google Scholar Altan, G., Kutlu, Y., Pekmezci, A. X., Tang, Y. Syst. Wheezes are musical high-pitched sounds associated with airway diseases such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). 8, 4. Methods Programs
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